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Necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality for singular control 
problems are presented for the case where the extremal path is totally singular. 
The singular second variation is converted into a nonsingular one by addition 
of a quadratic functional of the control; a parameter l/c multiplies this added 
functional. By allowing E to approach infinity the optimal&y conditions are 
deduced for the singular problem from the limiting optimality conditions of 
the synthesized nonsingular second variation. The resulting conditions are 
Jacobson’s sufficient conditions in slightly modified form. In a companion 
paper necessity of Jacobson’s conditions for a class of singular problems is 
demonstrated by exploiting the Kelley transformation technique which con- 
verts the singular second variation into a nonsingular one in a reduced dimen- 
sional state space. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
1. Introduction 
In Ref. [l] a new necessary condition of optimality for singular control 
problems is developed and is shown to be nonequivalent to the well-known 
generalized Legendre-Clebsch (or Kelley) condition. In Ref. [2] sufficient 
conditions for nonnegativity of the singular second variation are presented; 
in strengthened form these are sufficient for a weak minimum. The sufficiency 
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conditions, which are in the form of linear algebraic equalities and inequal- 
ities, also yield insight into nonsingular control problems and into the behav- 
ior of the important matrix Riccati differential equation [3]. The relationship 
of the above new conditions of optimality to existing necessary conditions is 
discussed in Refs. [l, 21; thus, we refer the reader to these papers for general 
references to research in singular control (variational) problems. 
In this paper we show that, with slight modification, the sufficiency condi- 
tions presented in Ref. [2] are also necessary for nonnegativity of the singular 
second variation. Moreover, we show that these conditions are indeed neces- 
saryand sufficient for aweak minimum for a class of singular control problems. 
In certain cases a strong minimum is implied. We prove these results by a 
limit argument. The singular second variation is converted into a nonsingular 
one by the addition of a term l/2< s uTu dt, E > 0. By allowing E to approach 
infinity we deduce the optimality conditions for the singular problem from 
the limiting optimality conditions of the synthesized nonsingular second 
variation. This limit approach has been used previously [4] as a computa- 
tional technique for solving singular optimal control problems. 
In a companion paper [5] we prove necessity of the conditions given in 
Ref. [2] by exploiting the Kelley transformation technique [6] which converts 
the singular second variation into a nonsingular second variation in a state 
space of reduced dimension. In the reduced state space the equivalence is 
established of the sufficiency conditions [2] and the existence of the solution 
of the Riccati differential equation (Jacobi or Conjugate Point Condition) 
associated with this nonsingular second variation. This proves the necessity of 
the conditions given in Ref. [2]. Disadvantages of the transformation tech- 
nique are in its algebraic omplexity and in the need for the coefficients ofthe 
second variation (which depend upon time) to be many times differentiable. 
Moreover, if the problem is singular of orderp (i.e., (d2p/dt2”) H, contains the 
control u, where I?T is the variational Hamiltonian) the transformation tech- 
nique must be applied repeatedly, p times, before a nonsingular problem is 
0btained.l Nevertheless, the transformation technique does give another 
viewpoint and ties together the conditions given in Refs. [I, 21 and the 
pioneering work of Kelley et al. [6] and Robbins [7]. Independently Goh[8] 
and McDanell and Powers [9], using Goh’s transformation technique [lo], 
have arrived at similar results. 
The limit approach presented in this paper has the following advantageous 
features: 
(i) A direct proof of necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality is 
obtained without the need to transform the problem to a reduced state space; 
1 A nonsingular problem is unattainable if u does not appear in a time derivative 
of H, . 
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(ii) The concept of “order of the singular arc p” is not required in the 
proof; 
(iii) Differentiability requirements are not as severe as those demanded in 
Ref. [5]. 
2. Problem Formulation 
We shall consider a class of control problems where the dynamic system 
is described by the ordinary differential equations 
R =f(x, % t), x(to) = x0 
where 
The performance of the system is measured by the cost functional 
and the terminal states must satisfy 
%4t,N = 0. (4) 
The control function u(.) is required to satisfy the constraint 
u(.) E u (5) 
where the set U is defined by 
u & u, n u, ) 
where 
(6) 
and 
LTl & {U(.) : Umin < Z+(t) < Um&x , t E [to , $1, i = l,..., m
where Umin > - ~0, Urnax < + CO> (7) 
U, 2 {u(.) : U( .) is piecewise continuous in [to , tf]}. (8) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
In the above formulation x is an n-dimensional state vector and u is an 
m-dimensional control vector. The function jr is an n-dimensional vector 
function of x at time t, fu is an n x m matrix function of x at time t and L, 
is an m-dimensional vector function of x at time t; the functions L, and F 
are scalar. The terminal equality constraint function 4 is an s-dimensional 
column vector function of x(tf). 
In the sequel we shall use the following assumptions. 
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ASSUMPTION 1. The initial and final times t, , t, are given explicitly, 
-a3<tt,<t,<crj. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The functions f, L, , L, are three times continuously 
differentiable in each argument, and the functions F and Z/ are three times 
continuously differentiable in x(tf). 
With the above formulation and assumptions in mind, we now state the 
optimal control problem: Determine the control function u(.) which satisfies 
(l), (4), and (5) and which minimizes V[u(*)]. 
3. Totally Singular Problems 
Along an optimal trajectory it is well known that the following necessary 
conditions (Pontryagin’s Principle) hold: 
where 
and 
- x = H,(x, $ A, t), @f) = VNt,) + *3E=v 
GE arg min H(K % 4 t> 
umin4u~~umax 
(9) 
(10) 
fq-? u, A, t) n A#&, t) + uTL&, t>> + hTf(x, u, 4. (11) 
Here u(.), x(.) d enote the candidate control and state functions, h(.) is an 
n-vector of Lagrange multiplier functions of time, and ha is a constant > 0. 
Associated with the terminal constraint 4 is an s-vector of constant Lagrange 
multipliers Y. 
ASSUMPTION 3. We shall assume that the control problem is normal so 
that h, can be set equal to unity. 
DEFINITION 1. A totally singular arc is one along which 
Hut@, A, t) = 0; t 12 [t, , t,l, i = l,..., m. (12) 
We now make 
ASSUMPTION 4. a(.), the candidate for a minimizing solution, is continu- 
ous in t, totally singular, and 
Umin < &(t) < Umsx Vt E [to 9 $1, i = l,..., m.
In subsequent sections we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for 
this totally singular control function to be a minimizing solution (relative 
minimum). 
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II. CONDITIONS FOR A RELATIVE MINIMUM: 
UNCONSTRAINED TERMINAL STATE 
1. The Second Variation (PV) and Associated Theorems 
Before proceeding with the second variation we make the following defini- 
tions: 
DEFINITION 2. V[u( e)] has a weak relative minimum at u(-) if 
+(*)I - VP(*)1 3 0 
Vu( *) E u 3 sup sup SUP 1 Ui - iii 1 < W* 
i=l,...,n t,<t<t, 
[ Xi - 5i 1 + sup 
I=l,...,m t,=a=& 
Note. Since x(t,,) - f(t,) = 0 the above restriction on u(.) is equivalent 
to 
where 
II UC.> - u(.)ll < Wl 9 
and where wl( < w) is sufficiently small. 
DEFINITION 3. V[u( .)] has a strong relative minimum at G( .) if 
Vb4.N - W(*)l 3 0 
VU(‘) E u3 sup sup 1 Xi - LFi 1 < w. 
i=l,...,n toea, 
In the sequel we shall denote u(.) - ti(.) by Su( .). 
In the absence of terminal constraints (4) an expression for the second 
variation (for &4(t) sufficiently small, t E [to , tf]) is 
S2 V[&( -)I = j- tf (4 &cTH,,Sx + 8uTHu$x} dt + 3 SxTF,,Gx 
I 
, (13) 
to tf 
subject to the linearized ifferential equation 
SR = fJx + fuSu, 8x(&J = 0. (14) 
In (13), (14) partial derivatives are evaluated along G, ji;, A.
We are led to the study of the second variation because of the following 
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theorem (slightly altered form of Theorem I, Gelfand and Fomin, Ref. [l 1, 
p. 991): 
THEOREM 1. A necessary condition for V[u(.)] to have a weak relative 
minimum at il(.) is that S2V[8u(~)] > 0 ‘I&( .) suficiently small to justify the 
expansions (13), (14) and such that ZT( .) $ 6u( .) E U. 
The condition S2 V[6u( .)] 3 0 f or all admissible au(.) is necessary but not 
sufficient for the functional V[u( .)] to have a weak minimum at g( .). A suffi- 
cient condition is provided by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 (Gelfand and Fomin, Ref. [ll, p. 1001). A suficient condition 
for V[u( .)] to have a weak relative minimum at a( .) is that a2V[Su( .)] be strongZy 
positive.2 
Unfortunately, it turns out that the singular second variation cannot 
be strongly positive [12]. Here we prove this using arguments similar to 
those suggested by Johansen [13]. For simplicity of presentation let us 
consider the case where x and u are scalars; the arguments generalize to 
the vector case. Suppose that we set au(t) = b sin qt Vt E [to, tf] and choose 
b 3 c(.) + au(.) E U. The solution of (14) when driven by this au(.) is 
6x(t) = b it +(t, 7) f%(T) sin qT dT, 
&t, T) =fz(t)d(c 4 6(7, 7) = I* 
(15) 
(16) 
Integrating (15) by parts yields 
ax(t) = b 1 j:, [$ (6 T>f?l(T) + d(t, T) g (T,] f Cm q* dT 
-fu(t) $ cos 4t + w, kJ)fu(t,) + cos !A\ * 
(17) 
From (13), 
* That is, S2V[Su(*)] > k 11 6u(*)jj2 V admissible Su(.), where k > 0 is a constant. 
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(20) 
(21) 
Thus 
(22) 
(23) 
Now if 62V[S~( -)I is strongly positive then 3k (constant) > 0 such that 
b2 3 + $1 > h II Su(.)l12, I vq,o<q<co. (24) 
Clearly (24) cannot hold for k a constant (> 0), since Q can be made arbitrarily 
large (Q is directly proportional to the frequency of the sine input). Thus 
62V[8u( .)] cannot be strongly positive. 
In view of the above failure of Theorem 2 for singular problems we offer 
the following more useful sufficiency theorem. 
THEOREM 3. A su@icient condition for V[u(.)] to have a minimum at ii(.) 
is that cS~V[SU( .)] > 0 for all admissible 6u( .) and that 
~2vrq.)I 2 I 4W.)ll II W.)l12 (25) 
for 11 Su( .)/I sz@cientZy small, where 
4W*)l A 
V[?z(*) + Su(*)] - V[ii(*)] - S2V[Su( *)I 
II Y*)l12 (26) 
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Proof. Let 
A V[Su( .)] n V[u( .) + Su( .)] - Lpi(.)]; 
then, by Assumption 2, 
Ll V[SU(~)] = SV[SU(~)] + c@u( .)] 11 Su(.)112, (27) 
where a[&(.)] --f 0 as (/ &(.)[I + 0. From (27) and (25), 
OJqW.)] - 4W~)l II W~)ll” = S2wq.)1 2 I 4SU(~)ll II ~U(~>ll” 
for I/ Su( .)I\ sufficiently small. Thus, 
so that 
d WV.)1 2 II W.)l12 il e4~)ll + 4W*)lI (28) 
d V[Su( .)] 3 0 VSu( .) 3 Jj Su(.)ll sufficiently small. (29) 
However, (29) is just the definition that V[U(.)] has a weak relative minimum 
at u(.), so that the theorem is proved. 
Note. If, as in the nonsingular control problem, the conditions of Theo- 
rem 2 are satisfied, then clearly so are those of Theorem 3. However, the 
important point is that Theorem 3 can be satisfied without S2V[Su(.)] being 
strongly positive. 
2. Principal Results 
Before stating our main theorems we make the following assumption and 
definition. 
ASSUMPTION 5. The linearized system S& = f,Sx + f& is controllable 
from time t, to time 7, VT E (t, , t,]; that is, 
where 
s I, +(T> 4 fu(o) fu’(d F(T, 0) do > 0 VT E (to , t,], (30) 
DEFINITION 4. A real symmetric n x n matrix function of time o(t) is 
said to be monotone increasing in t if the scalar J((x, t) 2 SO(t) x is mono- 
tone increasing in t for all constant n-vectors x. 
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THEOREM Al. 
(i) Necessary Condition. Under Assumption l-5 a necessary condition for 
PV[Su( a)] 3 0 f or a II d a missible au(.) is that 3Vt E (to , tr] a real symmetric 
matrix function of time P(*) w zc h’ h is monotone increasing in t such that 
where 
and 
H,, + fu7‘P = 0 vt E (to ,+I, (32) 
Fz,(t,) - fvf> = - &) 2 0, (33) 
P=Q+DTP@, (34) 
dJ = - @fz , wr) = I, (35) 
- s = Hm +fz’Q + Qfz 3 Q(tr) = F,,(t,). (36) 
(ii) Suficient Condition. In addition to the above-stated condition P(e) 
exists Vt E [t, , tt] (strengthened existence condition.) 
Note. The gap between the necessary and the sufficient condition is 
minimal. 
COROLLARY Al.l. If L, and F are quadratic functions of x, if fi and L, 
are linear in x, and if fu is independent of x, then condition (i) of Theorem Al is 
necessary and together with the strengthened existence condition (ii) of Theo- 
rem A 1 is sujkient for V[u( .)I to have a strong minimum at u( *). 
COROLLARY A1.2. [2]. A ji su cient condition for 62V[Su( .)] > 0 for aM 
admissible 6u( .) is that W E [to , tr] a real symmetric matrix function of time 
P(.) which is continuously dz#erentiable, such that 
f&z + fuTP = 0 vt E [to 3$1, (37) 
I’ + Pfz +fzTP + 6, = M(t) 3 0 Vt f-z [to >&I> (38) 
FmW - WA 3 0. (39) 
Proof. Integration of (38) and the use of (34), (35), and (36) yields 
; P A [CD-‘(t)]” M(t) [@-l(t)] 3 0 3 P 
monotone increasing. 
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Note. The gap between this sufficient condition and the sufficient con- 
dition of Theorem Al appears to be minimal since li is, a priori, differentiable 
almost everywhere (because it is monotone [ 141). However, one can construct 
nonnegative quadratic functionals which satisfy the conditions of Theorem Al 
but not the conditions of Corollary Al.2. 
THEOREM A2. Sufficient conditions for V[u(.)] to have a weak relative 
minimum at ii(.) are that the strengthened condition (ii) of Theorem Al holds and 
that 
S2V[Su( .)] 3 0 3 V[u( .) + Su( .)] 3 V[zq*)]. 
See Theorem 3 for a condition which ensures this. 
3. Useful Lemmas 
We need the following Lemmas in order to prove Theorem Al. 
LEMMA 1. The second variation (13), (14) is expressible in the equivalent 
canonical form 
subject to 
where 
S2 V[Su( -)I = S2 P[Su( -)I 2 j tf SAY(t) Sy dt 
to 
g (sY(t>> = w Wt), ?Y(t,) = 0, 
WV 
(41) 
and where 
C(t) = [f&,(t) + fU“(t) QWI @-‘WY (42) 
fw = @(t)fu(t), (43) 
@(t) = - @(t)fz(t), @(tJ = 1, (44) 
- P(t) = Kc,(t) + S(t).f,(t) + f:(t) Q(t)* Q(b) = Fm(Wf)h (45) 
Sy(t) = Q(t) 6x(t). (46) 
Proof. (i) (13), (14) 3 (40)-(46). AdJ ‘oin the linearized system equa- 
tion (14) to the second variation (13) using a continuously differentiable 
vector multiplier function of time &I(.), 
s2P[6u(*)] = jl’ (4 SxrHz,Sx + SuTHUzSx + SXT( f&x + fuSu - Sk)} dt 
to 
+ : SxTF,,Sx 1 . 
(47) 
t f
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Integrating SA Sk by parts yields 
S”P[Su(-)] = j tf{i SxTHz,Sx + SuTHu,Sx + SAT( f& +fJu) + S&x} dt 
tll 
+ Q SxTF,,Sx - [SA’Sx] f: . (48) 
tr 
Now set 
&i(t) = ij Q(t) 8x(t), (49) 
where Q(t) is an n x n symmetric matrix (continuously differentiable) func- 
tion of time. Noting that Sx(t,) 4 0, the second variation becomes 
S"t[Su(-)] = 1" {a sxT@ + Qfz +f3cTQ + f&c) ax+ suT(Hw+fuTQ) W dt 
+I”& SxT(F,, - Q) 6x / (50) 
tf 
Now we let 
- s = Hz, +fx'Q + Qfz > Q(b) = F&f). (51) 
Clearly Q(.) is a well-defined continuously differentiable function of time. 
With this choice of Q( .) the second variation is 
subject to 
Define 
where 
S2P[Su( .)] = It’ SzP(H,, + fuTQ) Sx dt (52) 
to 
83i =f$x +f,su, Sx(t,) = 0. (53) 
sy = mix, (54) 
d = -@fz, sp($) = I. (55) 
Clearly @(t) is invertible Vt E [to, tr], so that the second variation becomes 
subject to 
S2 @%J( -)I = j- ”SuT(Hur + fw=Q) @-‘Sy dt (56) 
to 
sj = @fuSu, Sr(tr> = 0, (57) 
which is the required form of the second variation. 
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(ii) (40)-(46) 3 (13), (14). Since @ is invertible, (54), (56), (57) yield 
(52), (53). Adjoint (53) to (52) with a Lagrange multiplier function 8x(.) and 
set 
SX(t) = 4 Q(t) 6x(t). (58) 
The second variation becomes 
s2qw91 = jtf {i s&j + Qfa! +fz’Q) 6x + SWL! +fi‘=Q +fuTQ) 4 dt 
to 
- 4 SXTQSX ltl. 
(59) 
Letting 
yields 
S”a[S,(-)] = jtf {a SxTHz,Sx + SuTH,,~Sx} dt + -‘- SxTF,,Sx 1 (61) 
to tf 
so that the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Condition (i) of Theorem Al is equivalent to the existence 
Vt E (to, $1 of a real symmetric monotone increasing matrix function of time P( .) 
such that 
C + BTp = 0 Vt E (to ,4, (62) 
- l-j($) > 0. (63) 
Proof. Let 
P=WY%+Q. (64) 
Substituting this into (62), (63) yields (32), (33) and vice versa. Note the 
coordinate independence of conditions (32), (33). 
4. A Related Nonsingular Second Variation 
Consider the nonsingular quadratic functional 
WJSu(.), <] = S2@u(.)] + & j” SuTSu dt 
to 
tf 
=s I to 
WCSy + & SuTSu\ dt 
(65) 
(66) 
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where E > 0 is a scalar and 
Sj = BSu, Sy(t,) = 0. (67) 
LEMMA 3. If S2P[Su(.)] is nonnegative VSu(.) then so is S2VN[Su( .), 61 
nonnegative. Moreover S2 V,[Su( .), E] is positive definite. 
Proof. 
1 
s 
tf 
2; t, 
SuTSu dt > 0 unless Su(.) = 0. 
THEOREM 4 (Gelfand and Fomin, Ref. [ll, p. 1231, Breakwell and Ho, 
Ref. [ 151). If the quadratic functional S2 P[Su( *)I is nonnegative then the matrix 
Riccati diSferentia1 equation 
- S, = - (C + BTSJT (C + BT&) E, &(q) = 0, 63) 
associated with S2VN[Su( .), 61 has a solution which exists Vt E [t,, tf]. 
Proof, By Lemma 3, SsV,,,[Su(-), l ] is positive definite if S2P[Su(.)] is 
nonnegative VSu( .); Gelfand and Fomin’s theorem for positive definite 
functionals then applies. 
Note. A special case of (66), (67) is treated in Ref. [I 11; see Ref. [15] for 
the general case. 
THEOREM 5. If the matrix Riccati di@rential equation (68) has a solution 
which exists in the interval [T, tf], t,, < T < tf , then the control function that 
minimizes 
tf 
~2~NT[sY(T), W. e,d 4 s t SuTCSy + ; SuTSu/ dt (69) 7 
subject to 
Sj = BSu, Sy(7) given (70) 
is 
SuO(t) = - +qt) + B=(t) K(t)] Q(t), t E [T, Ml, (71) 
and moreover, 
2:: S2~N7[SY(~), au(*), E, Tl 4 s2~o[sY(4 E, Tl 
= 4 SyT(7) S,(T) SY(T). (72) 
409/34/z-2 
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Proof. Substitute (72) into the Bellman equation 
- g {S2P[Sy(t), E, t]} = Inl pcsy + & wsu 
+ I&) s2~o[sy(t), 6, t]ir B6u] * 
(73) 
Minimizing with respect to Su yields (71) an causes the right side of (73) d 
to be quadratic in Q(t). Equating coefficients ofquadratic terms in (73) yields 
equation (68) for S, . If SE(t) exists Vt E [t o, tt] Bellman’s equation is valid 
and the theorem is proved. 
LEMMA 4. S,( .) is a continuous function of the parameter E. 
Proof. C and B are continuous functions of time in [to, tr] and the right 
side of (68) is analytic in S, and E (Coddington and Levinson, Ref. [16]). 
LEMMA 5. S2Vo[Sy(7), E, T] = + SyT(7) SC(~) SY(T) is a monotone decreasing 
function of c (E increasing); 7 E [to , tf]. Moreover, S<(T) is a monotone decreasing 
matrix function of E; 7 E [to , tt]. 
Proof. For some arbitrary So, T, and c1 , we have 
s2V~[~y(T), E1 , T] = :iT jtf /Su’.CSy + & sUTsu\ dt. (74) 
7 
Let the control function that minimizes (74) be Su,O(.) and its associated 
state path be Sy,O( .). N ow for any c2 > c1 it is clear that 
s I if (SU,O)~ CSy,O + $ (SU,O)~ Sulo/ dt < j*’ /(Sq”)’ CSy,” 7 2 
7 1 
+ 2E1 (SU,O)~ Su,o\ dt 
(75) 
and, by definition, 
~2~o[~y(T), c2 , 71 < I” /(Su,O)‘. CSylo + & (Su,O)” Sulo\ dt. (76) 
7 
Thus for any c2 >, or we have 
s2~o[~Y(T>, 9 , T] < 8zvo[6y(T), El , T]. (77) 
Since SY(T) and 7 are arbitrary, the first part of the theorem is proved. That 
s& < S&), i- E [to > t,], 9 > 9 9 follows from (77) and Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 6. Under Assumptions 1-5, if S2P[Su(.)] > 0 for all admissible 
Su(*) then SW(t) & lim,,, S,(t) exists Vt E (to , tl] and is negative semidefinite. 
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Proof. From (68) SJT) < 0 VT E [to, $1, VE, 0 < E < co. By Lemma 5 
SC(~) is a monotone decreasing function of E (E increasing) so that it has a 
limit (possibly - co). 
Given an arbitrary time 7 in the interval (to , tr) we can, by Assumption 5, 
construct a variation Su,(t), t E [to , T), such that 
s I T su,=CSy, + & Su,%, to 
is finite and such that 
‘%b’) = Y(T), y(T) arbitrary. (78) 
Suppose that s,(T) = - co. Then by Lemmas 4 and 5, s,(T) can be made 
arbitrarily large and negative by increasing E. This implies that for some 
Y(T), ~2vob’o(T>, , 1 E 7 can be made arbitrarily large and negative which 
implies that 
’ 
1 i 
6U,“@‘, + & 8U2=8U,~ dt + sz~o[6y3(T), E, T] < 0 (79) 
to 
for some l , 0 < E < co. By Lemma 3 this contradicts the assumption that 
S2@?u(.)] > 0 so that S,( 7 cannot be infinite. Since 7 is arbitrary, and since ) 
S,(t,) = 0 V(E, we conclude that 
s,(T)> 7 E (to , tf] is finite. (80) 
Note. We have not shown that as E becomes large the control 
(ii(t) + Su3(t), t E [to , T); J(t) + SuO(t), t E [T, tf]} E u. However, we 
have shown that if S,(.) is not finite in the interval (to, tf] then 
s2~NPy(to), S4.h 6, tcJ1, E sufficiently arge but finite, does not have a mini- 
mum at Su( .) = 0. Since for the quadratic functional there is no distinction 
between a weak and a strong minimum it follows that S2V,[Sy(to), Su(.), E, to] 
can be made negative by a weak variation which satisfies a(.) + Su(.) E U. 
We conclude, then, that the Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 7. S,(T) is a monotone increasing matrix function of T. 
Proof. From (68) 
&(T) = i-2 [jio (C + B=S,)= (C + B=SJ E dt] (81) 
= $+t [,I” (C + B=SJ= (C + B=S,) e dt] 
(82) 
+ g-5 [I;-, (c + B’S,)= (C + B”SJ E dt] 9 
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From (82) 
&5&(T) = Sm(T - Ll) + hi [j:, (C + BTSJT (C + BT&) E dt] * (83) 
The validity of the Lemma follows immediately from (83) since for all E > 0, 
[j;-, (C + BTS,)T (C + B"S,) E dt] > 0 VA 2 0. (84) 
LEMMA 8. If S,(T) exists for T E (to , tr] then 
c(T) + B’(T) s,(T) = 0 a.e. in [t, , tr]. (85) 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then for some 7 E (to , t,), by Assumption 2 
and Lemma 4, 3~* > 0 3 
so that 
T - (C + BTS,)T (C + BTS,) dt > 0 V(E > E*, 0-w 
tf 
F+: [- j;,(C + BTS,Y‘ (C + BTS,) E dt] = co, 
contradicting the fact that s,(T) exists for 7 E (to, tr]. 
5. Proof of Theorem Al 
(i) Necessary Condition. If Assumptions l-5 are satisfied and if 
S2 p[Su( .)] 3 0 for all admissible 6u( .), then by Lemmas 6-8 U,(t), t E (t, , tr], 
which is a real symmetric monotone increasing matrix function of time such 
that 
C + B=S, = 0 a.e. in [t, , tf], (88) 
S&) = 0. (8% 
We show now that (88), (89) imply (62), (63) which by Lemma 2 yield the 
conditions of Theorem Al. 
Define 
&) = x&f-). (90) 
Since by Lemma 7, SW(t) is a monotone increasing function of t it follows 
that 
- P(q) > 0. (91) 
Defining 
&) = s,(t), t E (to 1 G>, (94 
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yields 
C + BTp = 0 a.e. in [to , $1, (93) 
where 
W) exists Vt E (to ,tr1 (94) 
and is monotone increasing in t. In order to establish necessity of (62) we 
need only show that (93) implies 
C+BTfj=O vt E (tri , 61. (95) 
Suppose that for some t E (to , tj) 
C(t) + BT(t) et> # 0. (96) 
Since C and B are continuous functions of time (96) can only occur if a jump 
in P occurs at time t that does not lie in the null space of BT(t). Moreover, 
since p is monotone increasing in t it follows from (96) that 
C(t) B(t) + BT(t)p(t) B(t) > 0. (97) 
Now since 13 is monotone increasing in t, and C and B are continuous func- 
tions of time, (97) must hold during the time interval [t, t + d] (d > 0 and 
sufficiently small), contradicting (93). Thus, we are led to the conclusion 
that 
C+B?=O vt E (to , $1. (98) 
Equation (95) follows from (98) since p(t,-) = &tf). 
(ii) Sz.@cient Condition. Suppose that (91) and (95) are satisfied and 
that (94) is satisfied in strengthened form (i.e., p(t) exists Vt E [to, tf]). 
Adjoin the linearized ynamics to the second variation as follows: 
PP[SU(~)] = PP[Su(*)] 2 j)suwiy + SyV(B8u - Sj)} dt 
czz j” SuT(C + BTp) Sy dt - j %yT& dt. uw 
to to 
The first integral is zero since (95) holds. The remaining integral can be 
written in Stieltjies form as 
I 
5 - t, ayTp d&9 (101) 
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which, upon integration by parts (Ref. [14], p. 118), becomes 
s 
tf [$ sys‘ d&t) sy - .i syvsy]:; . 
to 
(102) 
Thus 
s”~[su( -)] = ,:I f SyT d&t) Sy - 4 SyT&y / (103) 
tt 
since Sy(t,) = 0. From (91) the term evaluated at tf is nonnegative, and the 
integral is nonnegative since P(.) is a monotone increasing matrix function 
of time. Sufficiency is proved. 
III. CONDITIONS FOR RELATIVE MINIMUM: 
CONSTRAINED TERMINAL STATE 
1. The Second Variation S2 V * 
Here we treat the class of totally singular problems where equality (4) 
is present. In this case the second variation (for Su(t) sufficiently small, 
t E [to , tf]) has the form 
S2V*[Su(+)] = 1” (4 SxW,,Sx + SuTHu,Sx} dt 
to 
(104) 
subject to the linearized ifferential equation 
sn = f.$x + fuSu, 8x(&J = 0 
and the linearized terminal constraint 
4dx I’, = 0. 
We now introduce 
(105) 
(106) 
ASSUMPTION 6. The s x n matrix &.(5(tf)) has full rank s. 
LEMMA 9. By Assumption 6, s components of Sx(tf), referred to as Sx*($), 
can be solved for in terms of the remaining n - s components Sxn-“(tr). 
For example, 
Sx’(t,) = - A;‘AzSxn-‘( t,), (108) 
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where3 
so that 
where 2 is n x (n - s). 
2. Principal Results 
THEOREM B 1. 
(i) Necessary Condition. Under Assumptions l-6 a necessary condition for 
S2V*[8u( .)] > 0 for all admissible 6u( .) is that 3Vt E (to , tf) a real symmetric 
matrix function of time p*( .) which is monotone increasing in t such that 
H,, + fUTP* = 0 Vt E (to , $>, 
ZT(Fa!z + v=*,z - P*(t,-)) 2 = - z=P*(q-) z 3 0, 
(111) 
(112) 
where 
P* = Q + @r&D, (113) 
d = - OfE ) Wf) = I, (114) 
- Q = f&cc + fzTQ + Q.fz 3 Q(6) = Fm + v’#,, , (115) 
and where 2 is deftned in (110). 
(ii) Suficient Condition. In addition to the abowe-stated condition p*(t) 
exists Vt E [t,, , tl] and 
z=(Fz, + vT+xc - P*> 2 1 3 0. 
tt 
COROLLARY Bl .l. If L, and F are quadratic functions of x, if fi and L, 
are linear in x, iffu is independent of x, and ;f# is linear in x(+), then condition (i) 
of Theorem Bl is necessary, and together with the strengthened existence condi- 
tion (ii) of Theorem Bl, is sujkient for V[u( e)] to have a strong minimum at ZZ( .). 
COROLLARY B1.2 [2]. A su@ient condition for S2V*[6u( a)] > 0 is that 
s If A, is singular then differently partitioned & and 6x(t,) must be used. 
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3Vt E [to , tr] a real, symmetric, continuously d#erentiable matrix function of 
time P*(‘) such that 
f&4, +fuTP* = 0 vt E [to ,$1, (116) 
P* + P*fz + fz=P* + H,, = M’(t) 3 0 ‘dt E [to 3 +I, (117) 
F(F,, + v=$hzz - P*) 2 / 3 0. (118) 
tf 
3. Useful Lemmas 
LEMMA 10. The second variation (104)-( 106) is expressible in the equivalent 
canonical form 
PV*[Su(.)] = Szp*[Su(-)] 2 It’ Su=CSy dt (119) 
to 
subject to 
Sj = B&J, Sy(t,) = 0, (120) 
and 
VLSY Itf = 0, (121) 
where C and B are given by (42), (43). 
Proof. See Lemma 1. In addition we have (121) which follows from the 
fact that @(tf) = I, see (44). 
LEMMA 11. Condition (i) of Theorem Bl is equivalent to the existence 
Vt E (to , tr) of a real symmetric monotone increasing matrixfunction of timeP*(.) 
such that 
C + B=P* = 0 vt E (to , tt), (122) 
- z’P*(tf-) 2 > 0. (123) 
Proof. See Lemma 2. 
4. A Related Nonsingular Second Variation 
Consider the nonsingular variational problem 
8zVN*[Su(.), c] = Szf*[Su(.)] + & f’Su=Su dt 
to 
tf 
=s I to 
Su=CSy + & Su’Sarj dt 
(124) 
(125) 
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subject to 
Sj = B~u, Sy(t,) = 0, (126) 
and the linearized terminal constraint 
(127) 
THEOREM 6 (Gelfand and Fomin, Ref. [ll, p. 1231, Breakwell and Ho, 
Ref. [ 151). If the quadratic functional S2p*[Su( .)] is nonnegative then the matrix 
Riccati dajkential equation 
- L?, = - (C + BTSJT (C + BV,) E (128) 
associated with S2VN*[8u(.), e] has a solution S,(t) which exists Vt E [t, , $). 
In a neighborhood of tf , S, is given by [ 171 
where 
S,(t) = w<(t) - N,(t) K1(t) V(t), (129) 
and 
- J@< = - (C + BTWJT (C + B’W,) E, W(ty) = 0, (130) 
Ic;r, = NcTBBTN,e, IME = 0, (131) 
lo, = (C + BTWJT BTN,r, NE($) = &‘. (132) 
Note that M<(t), t < tf is invertible by Assumption 3. 
THEOREM 7. If the matrix Riccati dtfleerential equation (128) has a solution 
S,(r) which exists for all T E [to , tf) then 
inn; S”Fy[Sy(7), Su(*), E, T] 4 s”v*“[sy(T), E, T] 
= 4 SyT(7) S,(T) SY(T). 
Proof. See Ref. [17, pp. 183-1841. 
(133) 
LEMMA 12. Sm(t) A lims+oo S<(t) exists Vt E (t,, tj) and is a real symmetric 
monotone increasing matrix function of time such that 
C+ BTS, =0 a.e. in [to, $1. (134) 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemmas 4-8 and so is 
not described here. 
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LEMMA 13. 
p2 py z-&(t) 2 = ZTSm(tf) z = 0, 
where Z is o?eJined in (110). 
Proof. We have 
S,(t) = Iv&) - NE(t) h!p(t) NET@). 
Since NC obeys a linear homogeneous differential equation we have 
S,(f) = w,(t) - bc,‘4’(~> K1(t> e,(t) ?fL > 
where 
8, = (C + Bwy BV,E, 
From (1 lo), (137) it is clear that 
e&f) = I. 
because 
Thus, from (139) 
since 
LEMMA 14. 
Z?!3$) z = Z=wE(t) z 
l/bzz E.2 0. 
ZT3&) z = Z’W&) z = 0 
Iv&) = 0, vc. 
z=s,&-) z < 0. 
(135) 
(136) 
(137) 
(138) 
uw 
(140) 
(141) 
(142) 
(143) 
Proof. From Lemma 12 S,(t) is monotone increasing. Lemma 14 then 
follows from Lemma 13. 
5. Proof of Theorem Ill. 
(i) Necessary Conditions. If Assumptions l-7 are satisfied and if 
sqsu(~)] >, 0 f or all admissible Su(.) then by Lemmas 12-14 3Vt E (to, tr) 
a real symmetric monotone increasing matrix function of time such that 
C + B=S, = 0 a.e. in [t, , t,], W) 
Z=s&-) z < 0. (145) 
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Defining 
yields 
and 
P*(tf-) = &(tf-) (147) 
C + BTp” = 0 a.e. in [t, , tf], (148) 
.zTP*(t,-) 2 < 0. (149) 
Using the same argument on (148) as was used in Section II.5 on equation 
(93) shows that (148), (149) imply (122), (123) which by Lemma 11 imply 
the necessary conditions of Theorem Bl. 
(ii) S@icient Conditioa. Suppose that (122) is satisfied by a p*(t) 
which exists Vt E [to , tr] (strengthened existence condition) such that 
- zTP*z It, 3 0. 
Adjoin the linearized ynamics to the canonical second variation as fol- 
lows: 
PP*[Su( .)I = S2 8*[Su( s)] & s tf (SuTSy + Sy=p*(BSu - &)> dt 
to 
tt 
=- SyTP*Sj dt 
to 
because of (122). Integrating (151) by parts yields 
cFp*[Su(.)] = j:: 4 SyT dp*(t) Sy - 4 Sy=p*Sy 1 
t f
where the integral is in the Stieltjies sense. 
Using (110) and the fact that 8x(tf) = 6y(t,) yields 
sV*[su(*)] = (14 sy= dP*(t) sy - +j pyy z”P*qsyy 1 
if 
(150) 
(151) 
(152) 
(153) 
Since P*(t) is monotone increasing the integral is nonnegative and since 
- ZTp*Z ] tl > 0 the boundary term is nonnegative. This concludes the 
sufficiency proof. 
Note. This sufficiency condition for the constrained terminal state prob- 
lem may appear to be stringent because a p*(t,) is required to exist, but 
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Sm(tr) is undefined. However, as in the free terminal state case it is the authors’ 
opinion that the gap between the necessary and the sufficient condition is 
minimal. This is supported by the following (slightly altered) sufficiency 
theorem due to Brockett, Ref. [IS, p. 1401 (a proof of necessity of this theorem 
is not given in Ref. [18] but appears to be straightforward). 
THEOREM 7. (cf. Theorem 6). If there exists a symmetric boundary con- 
dition S,(tf) such that the solution of (128) exists Vt E [t,, , tj], then 
S2VN*[Su(.), l ] is positive dej%zite.4 
Of course the solution of (128) with finite boundary condition is not the 
same as the weighting matrix (136) of the quadratic optimal value function. 
This is consistent with the fact thatp*(tf) . m our sufficiency condition cannot 
be identified with &(tf); that is, in our sufficiency condition for the fixed 
terminal state problem we lose the identification of P*( .) being the limit of the 
weighting matrix of the quadratic optimal value function as E -+ 03. 
IV. RELATION TO EXISTING NECESSARY CONDITIONS OF OPTIMALITY 
Known necessary conditions for singular problems can be deduced from 
our theorems. Here we give the most important ones. 
THEOREM Cl [Robbins Ref. [7], Goh, Ref. [lo]). Under Assumptions l-5 
a necessary condition for V[u( .)] to have a minimum at G(*) is that H,, f, be 
symmetric for all t E [to , tj]. 
Proof. From (32) 
Kefu + fuTPfu = 0 ‘Jt E(to 7bl. (154) 
Since P is symmetric it follows that H,, fu is symmetric in (t, , tf]. Assump- 
tion 2 implies that indeed H,,f, is symmetric in [to , $1. 
THEOREM C2 (Jacobson, Ref. [l]). Under Assumptions l-5 a necessary 
condition for V[u(*)] to have a minimum (unconstrained terminal state case) at 
IT(.) is that 
VL +fu’Q>fu t 0 ‘dt E [to 3tJ> (155) 
where Q satisjies (36). 
Proof. From (32) and (34) 
Htmfu + fu’Qfu + fuT@‘@fu = 0 
* Brockett treats the case where qbz = I. 
vt E &I , $1. (156) 
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Since p(t) ,< 0 Vt E [to , tf] it follows from (156) that 
VL, +fuTQ)fu 3 0 v’t E&I ! bl* 
Since H,, , fu , Q are continuous in time (155) follows. 
(157) 
THEOREM C3 (Kelley, Ref. [6], Robb ins, Ref. [7], generalized Legendre- 
Clebsch condition). Under Assumptions 1-5 a necessary condition for V[u(.)] 
to have a minimum at a(.) is that 
(-l)$J&O vtE[tO,tf]. (158) 
Proof. From (32), and post-multiplying by fu , we obtain5 
Kfiuz +fu=P)fu + (Hw +fu’Wul dt +fu’ dpfa = 0 
where, from (34)-(36), 
(159) 
dP = (- Hz, - fzTP - PfJ dt + QT d&D. (160) 
Using (32) and (160) in (159) yields 
(%zfu + fL.fu -juTHa, - %mfu - fu’&,fu -I-fuTfccTH,, +Hw fzfu) dt 
= - fuTcDT d&fu . (161) 
The left side of (161) is just [(a/&) &] dt. Since P is monotone increasing 
in t we obtain from (161) 
(- 1) f ii, 3 0 Vt E (to, tr). (162) 
By the assumed continuity of (a/au) I& (162) implies 
(-l)~x&>O vtE[t,,tf]. (163) 
Note. If H,, , fz , fu , H,, are assumed smooth in t then the general 
form of the generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition can be deduced in the 
manner outlined above, 
(164) 
6 Here dP is the increment in P in time dt. 
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V. RELATION TO THE GENERALIZED JACOBI (RICCATI EQUATION) 
NECESSARY CONDITION 
In Ref. [5] Kelley’s transformation technique is used to transform the 
singular second variation into a nonsingular one in a reduced state space. A 
condition for this to succeed is that (163) be satisfied with strict inequality. 
It is then shown that the Riccati differential equation associated with this 
nonsingular problem implies the conditions of Corollary A1.2, i.e., these 
conditions are necessary as well as sufficient for a large class of problems. 
(It should be possible to prove this via our limit approach; one would only 
have to show that S,(t) is continuously differentiable with respect to t, 
t E (tcl ) %).I 
In Ref. [S] ffi t su cien conditions are given to ensure that Theorem A2 holds. 
We state one set of these conditions here: 
THEOREM Dl. If the conditions of Corollary Al.2 are satisjied then the 
following are su.cient to ensure that 
SV[Su(*)] >, 0 =c- V[ir(.) + Su( .)] 3 Vpq.)]: (165) 
(a) Strengthened generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition, 
-&H,>O vt E [to ,bl1; 
(b) Strengthened Jacobson condition at the terminal time, 
(166) 
In fact (166), (167) together with the conditions of Corollary Al.2 are 
sufficient to ensure that the transformed second variation is strongly positive 
with respect to the control variable in the transformed space. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality for singular control 
problems are obtained by studying the limiting behavior of a nonsingular 
second variation. This nonsingular second variation is constructed in such a 
way that it tends to the singular second variation as a parameter approaches 
infinity. Optimality conditions for both unconstrained and constrained 
terminal state problems are obtained. 
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The optimality conditions derived in this paper are very similar to certain 
sufficient conditions of Jacobson [2].6 In a companion paper [5] it is shown 
that Jacobson’s sufficient conditions are also necessary for a large class of 
singular optimal control problems; moreover, satisfaction fthese conditions 
is shown to be equivalent to the existence of a solution of a certain matrix 
Riccati differential equation. 
The closing sections of the present paper relate the necessary and sufficient 
conditions to known necessary conditions. In particular the important neces- 
sary conditions of Robbins [7], Goh [8], Kelley et al. [6], and Jacobson [l] 
follow easily from these new results. 
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